AGENDA ITEM:
CASE NUMBER:

BOA 19-66 (City)

B.O.A. MEETING: July 24, 2019

LOCATION:

229 Colonial Road

OWNER/APPLICANT:

John and Kristen Watson

REPRESENTATIVE:

Brandon McNary

REQUEST:

Variance from Section 2.9.2 and Sub-Section 2.7.1 to allow the installation of
lighting for a tennis court

AREA:

+/- 1.06 Acres

EXISTING ZONING:

Residential Single Family – 10 (R-10)

CONCLUSIONS
1. As indicated in this report, some additional information is needed in order to reach a definitive conclusion

CONSISTENCY WITH MEMPHIS 3.0
Memphis 3.0 does not address issues associated with accessory uses and structures.

RECOMMENDATION:

Hold for one month
Staff Writer: John D. (Don) Jones

E-mail: john.jones@memphistn.gov
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Street Frontage:

Colonial Road

Zoning Atlas Page:

2040/2045

Parcel ID:

056002 00009

+/- 102.13’

Existing Zoning:
Residential Single Family -10 (R-10)
Other Board Activity in the area: BOA 13-15, BOA 11-14, BOA 17-56, BOA 16-44
PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Sub-Section 9.3.4A of the Unified Development Code, a notice of public hearing is required
to be mailed. A total of 43 notices were mailed on July 12, 2019.
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LOCATION MAP

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Subject property located within the pink circle, the subject tract is located in the Shady Grove Subdivision.
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VICINITY MAP

Subject property is identified by the word Subject and arrows pointing to the boundaries of the property.
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SUBDIVISION PLAT:
Lot 57 of the Shady Grove Subdivision
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AERIAL

Aerial of Subject
Property with current
house under
construction
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ZONING MAP

Subject property highlighted in yellow
Existing Zoning:

Residential Single-Family – 10 (R-10)

Surrounding Zoning
North:

R-10

East:

R-10

South:

R-10

West:

R-10
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LAND USE MAP

Subject property outlined in red
Yellow designates properties developed Single Family.
The two properties with no color pattern, including the subject property, are designated as vacant or under
construction.
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SITE PHOTOS
View of subject property from Colonial Road

View into back yard from the midway point on the driveway, notice brick wall with fencing behind
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Facing west at the end of the driveway and looking into the back yard and the tennis court. The two light standards
on the south side of the court are roughly even with the chain link fence on that side. New evergreen plantings
can be seen abutting the new sight-proof wooden fence along the south and west property lines.

Below the north side of the property. Light standards are visible in this view.
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SITE PLAN

This site plan was prepared prior to the decision to orient the tennis court in an east-west direction and move it
to the south side of the property in order to help preserve the existing mature oak tree near the north property
line.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Request and Justification
The application, response to the variance criteria, and letter of intent have been added to this report. The variance
request is centered on the desire to add lighting for the recently installed tennis courts.
The lighting is requested to be used during those time of the year, typically non- daylight savings period when it
gets dark around 4 or 5 P.M. The applicant proposed a condition to limit any use of this lighting to 8 P.M.
Variance Criteria
Staff has not determined if the variance criteria as set out in the Unified Development Code Sub-Section 9.22.6A
are met.
9.22.6 Findings of Fact
A(1) Unusual characteristics of the property. The property is unusual in that it exhibits at least one of
the following exceptional physical features as compared to other properties located in the same
zoning district: exceptional topographic conditions, exceptional narrowness, exceptional
shallowness, exceptional shape or any other extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition;
A(2) Practical difficulties or undue hardship. By reason of the unusual characteristics found to apply
in Paragraph 1, the strict application of any regulation found in this Code would result in peculiar
and exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional or undue hardship upon the owner of such
property;
A(3) The unusual characteristic found to apply in Paragraph 1 is not the result from any deliberate
action by the owner;
A(4) That a variance from the strict application of this Code may be granted without substantial
detriment to the public good and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of an
adopted plan and this Code;
A(5) The requested variance will be in harmony with the purpose and intent of this development code
and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or to the general welfare;
A(6) The variance is not granted simply because by granting the variance, the property could be utilized
more profitably or that the applicant would save money.
B(1) In addition to the findings established for other variances in Subsection A, the Board of Adjustment
shall also find that none of the uses permitted on the property are practical due to either the
unusual characteristic found to apply in Subsection A, Paragraph 1, or to any physical
improvements made upon the property.
Site Description and Background
The subject property is an irregularly shaped tract that is mostly rectangular in shape for at least ¾ of its depth.
The west most portion of the site is triangular.
The aerial of the site shows the site under construction. The records of the Memphis and Shelby County Office
of Construction Code Enforcement indicate that permits for the initial construction phases were applied for in
November of 2017. An application for a permit to install the Tennis Court with outside lies was received on
February 19, 2019.
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The aerial indicates that prior to the installation of the tennis court, the back yard contained one specimen-quality
large tree near the north property line and few others if any. The applicant has indicated that the newly installed
fence is placed inside of the property and not on the property line. So, some of the trees along the perimeter of
the property may in fact be the applicant’s. But for the most part, the mature vegetation surrounding this property
is located on adjacent properties.
The site plan submitted with this application is not consistent with the actual placement of the courts on the lot.
Staff conducted a site visit on Wednesday, July 17, 209 and took measurements of the existing light standards
relative to the side and rear property lines.
The two light standards nearest the north property line measured in excess of 50 feet from standard to property
line. The two light standards nearest the south property line measured approximately 12 feet from light standard
to south property line. One measurement was taken from the west most light standard near the south property to
the fence/west property line. This distance is approximately 53 feet.
Site Zoning History
Staff notes, as indicated on page 7 of this report, that three other requests for variances have been applied for and
granted within close proximity of this request. These applications involved requests for setback variances, this is
the first instance in this area for a variance to outside lighting on a residential property.
The aerial below indicates the location of one other, unlit, tennis court and two swimming pools in close proximity
to the subject property.
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Tennis Court
(unlighted)

Swimming
Pool

Subject
Tract
Swimming Pool
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Consistency with Memphis 3.0

Not applicable, Memphis 3.0 does not address accessory uses and structures.
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Review of Request:
Factors supporting the filing of this application
There are two sections of the Unified Development Code (UDC) which are applicable to the issue at hand, 2.7.1B
and 2.9.2A
Chapter 2.7 of the UDC addresses Accessory Uses and Structures. Subsection 2.7.1B states:
Accessory uses shall not include lighted recreational fields.
Chapter 2.9 addresses the various Use Categories in the Code and Sub-section 2.9.2 provides a table which lists
the typical Permitted Principal and Accessory uses permitted in the Use Category Household Living. The single
family detached residential dwelling in this request falls within the category of Household Living.
The accessory uses table of the chart is meant to include typical uses and is not exhaustive in nature. For instance,
in this chart, a swimming pool is specifically listed a tennis court is not. Staff does not question that a tennis court
is a permitted accessory use in the R-10 zoning district. Tennis courts are listed as typical accessory uses in the
Park/Open Area Use Category.

Staff notes that the word “lighted” is not included in this table. Staff is aware that there are many attachments to
a house, such as security lighting/motion detectors, and floodlights or attached to a utility pole such as MLGW
16
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leased lighting, which are not regulated by this code.
One question for this review is how similar to one of those non-regulated attachments is this request.
The Permitted Uses Table of the UDC at 2.5.2, indicates that even for uses that are permitted by right in residential
zoning districts such as schools and parks, when outdoor lighting is requested an application with a public hearing
is required. The Use Standard, 2.6.3E that is triggered for a recreational use with outdoor lighting includes the
following two requirements:
1.

Class III buffer shall be established along any side of the property within 400 feet of
residential use as measured from property line of the recreation field to the nearest
property line of a residential use.

2.

Field lighting must meet the requirements of Chapter 4.7, Outdoor Site Lighting.

There is one more section of the code that addresses this request. The height of the accessory structure, the light
standards. Information supplied in support of this application indicate that they are 20 feet in height. Paragraph
2.7.2B.(2) states:
Any portion of an accessory structure over 20 feet in height shall be located at least 20 feet from all side
and rear property lines that do not abut an alley.
The height of a building, if developed on sites that are sloped, is measured using the average ground level. In this
case the average elevation from east to west seems appropriate. If the height of the light standards located on the
south side of the court are more than 20 feet an additional variance will be needed since the setback between the
light standards and the south property line is less than 20 feet.
There is one final point to be made here which deals with the light standards and the light fixture. The information
supplied by the applicant, see Exhibits 5, 6 and 7 in the appendix to this report, indicates that this is state-of-theart equipment that can be used for the stated purpose but also for much larger commercial and institutional projects
These points taken together support both the OPD and OCCE staff’s opinion that this request needs to be
addressed by the Memphis and Shelby County Board of Adjustment to determine if the lights can be operated in
a manner that is unnecessarily intrusive to their neighbors.
Evaluation of Lighting Impacts
Chapter 4.7 of the UDC, Outdoor Site Lighting is intended to be used by the planning staff and site designers to
establish an acceptable level of lighting for non-residential sites. It addresses the lighting impacts associated with
hardscape such as parking lots and the effect of glare from light that is cast from canopies or upwardly faced
lighting described as “sky glow”.
It is clear that under the Applicability section of the chapter that this is intended for non-residential usage, but in
so for as the applicant has provided information about the light standards and fixture that indicate its light emission
measurement (lumens) and its background, uplight and glare measurements (BUG) staff will attempt to make a
reasonable comparison.
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New Lighting (4.7.3 A)
When projects are presented for review that include the provision of new lighting, the Code allows two methods
for evaluating the lighting impacts, Prescriptive or Performance.
The performance method requires a “point by point photometric plan and the maximum /minimum/average values
from the lighting conditions.” Staff has experience working with photometrics. Such a plan should also include
a foot-candle level of equivalent methods of lighting for comparison such as motion detectors and MLGW leased
lighting.
The Prescriptive Method includes a calculation of 1) Total Site Lumen Level, see Table A or B, 2). Limits to Offsite Impacts, see Table C and Light Shielding for Parking Lot Illumination.
The Code also provides definitions for three Light Zones in Sub-section 4.7.3E.
Lighting Zone 1, LZ1, Low ambient lighting is described as “Areas where lighting might adversely flora and
fauna or disturb the character of the area. The latter being the expressed concern of those opposed to this
application.
Lighting Zone 2, LZ2, Moderate ambient lighting is described as “Areas of human activity where the vison of
human residents and users is adapted to moderate light levels.”
Lighting Zone 3, LZ3, Moderately high lighting is described as: Areas of human activity where the vision of
human residents and users is adapted to moderately high light levels.
While these descriptions are general in nature, it is clear that in this setting, the rear yards of residential properties
no weight should be given to the light levels associated with Level 3, perhaps some to Level 2 but clearly Level
1is the most applicable.
Light Tables (UDC) and information supplied by applicant, see Exhibit 7.
The product is the LED Courtblade (XARL)
The light output from a single unit is:
Cool White – 58,977 lumens
Neutral White – 56,960 lumens
BUG Rating
58,977 Lumens – B5-UO-G4
56,960 Lumens – B5-UO-G5
To apply this level of information to the charts, one other piece of information is required, the surface area of the
hardscape, the tennis courts. The supplied site plan indicates that court is 3,608 square feet.
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Applying the allowed limits of 1.25 lumens per square feet of hardscape and the 2.5 lumens to the total square
feet in the tennis court, the allowable totals range from 4,510 lumens to 9,020 lumens which are well below the
numbers found in the materials submitted.
The BUG ratings include 3 tables. Tables C-1 and C-3 provide a rating based on the distance of the pole to a
property line of concern. In this case, the property line of concern is that property line with the least distance
between the pole and the property line. The distance between the poles and the south property line, approximately
12 feet is less than the height of the pole which is 20 feet.
Table C-1
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Table C-2 and C-3
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Staff does not claim particular expertise in this area, and there may be some other factors to consider here such
as the surface of the court which may further soften the impact, but based on the information presented this
lighting proposal would not be acceptable without further modification.
RECOMMENDATION

HOLD FOR ONE MONTH

As indicated in this report, some additional information is needed in order to reach a definitive conclusion.
1.

The site plan needs to be revised so that both the staff and the board can understand any additional
information provided by lighting professionals actually reflects the current locations of the light standards
and fixtures and current conditions.

2.

A survey or topographic data to determine the height of the light standards above the average grade of the
lot. If the lot has been filled to achieve a level surface to construct the tennis court or if the light standards
exceed 20 feet, an additional variance will be needed.

3.

Provide a Photometric Plan as described in Sub-section 4.7.3A of the UDC. Included with the plan shall
be a foot-candle comparison table to allow a comparison of the project’s foot-candle levels at the side and
rear property lines. The table will provide a comparison to other permitted and nonregulated lighting
sources which may include but is not limited to motion detectors and MLGW leased lights, assuming a
similar mounting height.

However, if the Board approves this request at this time, staff recommends the following conditions:
1.

The applicant shall provide a revised site plan indicating the actual arrangement of the tennis court on the
lot with dimensions and setbacks from the side and rear property lines.

2.

Applicant shall submit a photometric plan as described in the UDC under the Performance Method of
analysis.

3.

The approved and stamped site plan and the described and implied variances shall run with the land. Any
changes to the site plan shall be submitted to the Office of Planning and Development for the Planning
Director’s determination regarding what if any applications may be required under.
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DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City Engineer:
City Fire Division:
City Real Estate:
City/County Health Department:
Water Quality Branch & Septic Tank Program:

No comments received.
No comments.
No comments received.

Shelby County Schools:
Construction Code Enforcement:
Memphis Light, Gas and Water:
Land and Mapping-Address Assignment:

No comments received.
No comments received.

Office of Sustainability and Resilience:

No comments at this time.

No comments received.

No comments received.

LETTERS AND E-MAILS
Support
Opposed

3
24 as of 1:30 PM July 19, 2019
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT & EXHIBITS
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E-MAILS RECEIVED IN SUPPORT OF DOCKET
NUMBER B.O.A. 19-66
229 Colonial Road

E-MAILS RECEIVED IN OPPOSITON TO DOCKET
NUMBER B.O.A. 19-66
229 COLONIAL ROAD

RE: BOA 19-66 Watson
WJ
Whitehead, Josh

Reply all |
Wed 7/17, 3:07 PM
Tracy M. Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>;
jryder@harrisshelton.com;
Zeanah, John;
Jones, Donald
...
You forwarded this message on 7/19/2019 1:55 PM

I would strongly recommend you retain independent legal counsel; I cannot offer you legal advice. No
agency of government has any ability or right to enforce private restrictions any more than it has a right
to enforce contracts between two private parties. The fact that the contract in question is recorded with
the County Register of Deeds does not change this. But more importantly, the Office of Planning and
Development does not grant variances; those are reviewed during a public hearing after public notice is
provided by the Board of Adjustment.
For your reference, I have included our last correspondence on this matter in which you made similar
references to your legal rights.
Josh Whitehead, AICP
Planning Director/Administrator
Memphis and Shelby County
Office of Planning and Development
City Hall, 125 N. Main St., Ste. 476
Memphis, TN 38103
p: (901)636-6601; f: (901)636-6603
Visit our website.

From: Tracy M. Speake [mailto:tspeake@paradigmra.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 2:59 PM
To: Whitehead, Josh <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Cc: jryder@harrisshelton.com; Zeanah, John <John.Zeanah@memphistn.gov>; Jones, Donald
<Donald.Jones@memphistn.gov>
Subject: Re: BOA 19-66 Watson

Josh,
The main issue is when OPD grants variances to the set backs in our neighborhood covenants. I
don’t know why this occurs but has repeatedly over the last 5 years. They are recorded
documents and I’m at a loss as why this occurs.
When the neighborhood has to sue to enforce covenants where OPD has granted a setback or
other variance, we are at a loss.
It’s not a threat to OPD - we as a neighborhood don’t understand why this occurs and why OPD
continues to grant these variances when the neighborhood covenants are recorded instruments
and legally binding on the homeowner.
What is your suggestion on how we can get this stopped as our neighborhood would welcome
your recommendations. Thanks
Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC,
are confidential, and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to who this email
is addressed. If you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe that
you have received this message in error, please delete this message immediately from your
computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail
is strictly prohibited.
From: Whitehead, Josh <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 2:35:02 PM
To: Tracy M. Speake
Cc: jryder@harrisshelton.com; Zeanah, John; Jones, Donald
Subject: RE: BOA 19-66 Watson
Mr. Speake:
The Office of Planning and Development will not and cannot enforce private restrictions, nor does it
grant variances to the zoning code.
Please refrain from sending legally threatening notes to my staff. If you would like to pursue legal action
against my department, the appropriate contact is our legal representative, Assistant County Attorney
Robert Rolwing (copied to this email).
Thank you.
Josh Whitehead, AICP
Planning Director/Administrator

Memphis and Shelby County
Office of Planning and Development
City Hall, 125 N. Main St., Ste. 476
Memphis, TN 38103
p: (901)636-6601; f: (901)636-6603
Visit our website.

From: Tracy M. Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 11:00 AM
To: Jones, Donald <Donald.Jones@memphistn.gov>
Subject: BOA 19-66 Watson

Wanted to make sure this note got to you
Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC,
are confidential, and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to who this email
is addressed. If you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe
that you have received this message in error, please delete this message immediately from your
computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited.
From: Tracy M. Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 10:04 AM
To: john.jones@memphistn.gov
Cc: jryder@harrisshelton.com
Subject: BOA 19-66 Watson

Don,
I am the home owner at 4737 Gwynne Rd. and writing you today to express my discontent over
OPD considering allowing commercial lighting in a residential neighborhood.
Our subdivision has long suffered from having OPD grant variance after variance to property
setbacks and covenants when OPD is fully aware of the restrictive covenants of our
subdivision. In the end, OPD’s actions cause the neighborhood to sue the property owner and
enforce the covenants.

We live in a residential neighborhood, not near a school, country club or city park. No one
needs commercial lighting for a tennis court nor needs to directly affect over 10 houses and
OPD should not grant this request.
If OPD continues along this path of granting variances to our restrictive covenants, we as
homeowners will need to look at adding OPD to these enforcement suits to recover the legal
and other costs associated with defending our covenants.
Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC,
are confidential, and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to who this email
is addressed. If you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe
that you have received this message in error, please delete this message immediately from your
computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited.

From: Tracy M. Speake [mailto:tspeake@paradigmra.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 11:43 PM
To: Whitehead, Josh <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Rolwing, Robert <robert.rolwing@shelbycountytn.gov>; Saliba, Norman
<Norman.Saliba@memphistn.gov>; mark.luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov
Subject: Re: Ahmed Feroze - 4795 Shady Grove

Here are the recorded documents for your records which clearly show you and your department
are violating these covenants.
Mr. Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
From: Whitehead, Josh <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 8:59:12 AM
To: Tracy M. Speake
Cc: Rolwing, Robert; Saliba, Norman; Mark.Luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov
Subject: RE: Ahmed Feroze - 4795 Shady Grove
Since you have indicated taking legal action against the County and OPD, I will not be able to respond to
your inquiries.
Thank you,

Josh Whitehead, AICP
Planning Director/Administrator
Memphis and Shelby County
Office of Planning and Development
City Hall, 125 N. Main St., Ste. 468
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
p: (901) 636-6601; f: (901) 636-6603
Visit our website.

From: Tracy M. Speake [mailto:tspeake@paradigmra.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 8:55 AM
To: Whitehead, Josh <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Rolwing, Robert <Robert.Rolwing@shelbycountytn.gov>; Saliba, Norman
<Norman.Saliba@memphistn.gov>; Mark.Luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov
Subject: Re: Ahmed Feroze - 4795 Shady Grove
Josh,
You all are aware of the 75’ setback from the front property line, the 15’ side setbacks in our
neighborhood covenants. They are recorded documents.
Why should we have to pay lawyers to get restraining orders and judgements when you have access to
these documents?
We will hire attorneys but this time we will be seeking expenses and damages from Shelby County and
OPD.
You have a good faith obligation to defend as well as protect your citizens and are not complying with
either but irresponsibly knowingly violating our subdivision covenants.
There is no excuse for this.
Tracy M. Speake, Principal
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
6070 Poplar Avenue, Suite 720
Memphis, Tennessee 38119
901-273-2840 | 901-273-2841 facsimile
901-219-3617 cell
tspeake@paradigmra.com
________________________________________
The information contained in this electronic communication is confidential, intended only for the use of the recipient named above. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this communication, or any of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please reply to the
sender and delete the original message and any copy of it from your computer or facsimile system. Thank you.

From: "Whitehead, Josh" <Josh.Whitehead@memphistn.gov>
Date: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 at 11:28 AM
To: Tracy Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>
Cc: "Rolwing, Robert" <Robert.Rolwing@shelbycountytn.gov>, "Saliba, Norman"
<Norman.Saliba@memphistn.gov>, "Mark.Luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov"

<Mark.Luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov>
Subject: RE: Ahmed Feroze - 4795 Shady Grove
Mr. Speake:
Mr. Saliba forwarded me your email; please consult independent legal counsel on this matter and he or
she will deal directly with our attorneys.
Thank you,
Josh Whitehead, AICP
Planning Director/Administrator
Memphis and Shelby County
Office of Planning and Development
City Hall, 125 N. Main St., Ste. 468
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
p: (901) 636-6601; f: (901) 636-6603
Visit our website.

From: Tracy M. Speake [mailto:tspeake@paradigmra.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 10:19 AM
To: Saliba, Norman <Norman.Saliba@memphistn.gov>
Cc: Mark.Luttrell@shelbycountytn.gov
Subject: Ahmed Feroze - 4795 Shady Grove
Importance: High
Chip,
I am writing to inform you LUCB can’t grant a variance on a neighborhood covenant setback.
Our neighborhood, Shady Grove Road, has minimum setbacks of 15’ on each side and 5’ if a nonattached garage.
They are in the deeds when the purchaser closes on the property and run with the property.
You have granted a setback of 6’ without authority or notice to the neighborhood for the lot at 4795
Shady Grove.
Our neighborhood association has fought in court 3 times now to uphold these covenants and even had to
win at the State Supreme Court.
Unless LUCB is going to pay our legal fees again, we want this stopped immediately.
If the application is not revoked or voided by LUCB by this Friday, October 27th, we will be moving
forward with legal options including holding LUCB and Shelby County liable.
You can contact me below with any questions. Regards.
Tracy M. Speake, Principal
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC

6070 Poplar Avenue, Suite 720
Memphis, Tennessee 38119
901-273-2840 | 901-273-2841 facsimile
901-219-3617 cell
tspeake@paradigmra.com
________________________________________
The information contained in this electronic communication is confidential, intended only for the use of the recipient named above. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this communication, or any of its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please reply to the
sender and delete the original message and any copy of it from your computer or facsimile system. Thank you.
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BOA 19-66 Watson
TS
Tracy M. Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>
nes, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox
You forwarded this message on 7/17/2019 2:26 PM

Wanted to make sure this note got to you
Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC, are
confidential, and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to who this email is
addressed. If you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe that
you have received this message in error, please delete this message immediately from your
computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited.
From: Tracy M. Speake <tspeake@paradigmra.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 10:04 AM
To: john.jones@memphistn.gov
Cc: jryder@harrisshelton.com
Subject: BOA 19-66 Watson

Don,
I am the home owner at 4737 Gwynne Rd. and writing you today to express my discontent over
OPD considering allowing commercial lighting in a residential neighborhood.
Our subdivision has long suffered from having OPD grant variance after variance to property
setbacks and covenants when OPD is fully aware of the restrictive covenants of our subdivision. In
the end, OPD’s actions cause the neighborhood to sue the property owner and enforce the
covenants.
We live in a residential neighborhood, not near a school, country club or city park. No one needs
commercial lighting for a tennis court nor needs to directly affect over 10 houses and OPD should
not grant this request.
If OPD continues along this path of granting variances to our restrictive covenants, we as
homeowners will need to look at adding OPD to these enforcement suits to recover the legal and
other costs associated with defending our covenants.

Tracy M. Speake
Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC
(901) 273-2840 (o); (901) 219-3617 (m)
This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Paradigm Realty Advisors, LLC, are
confidential, and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to who this email is
addressed. If you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe that
you have received this message in error, please delete this message immediately from your
computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is
strictly prohibited.

DB
Don Batchelor <donb@lpinsurance.com>

Reply all |
Today, 11:45 AM
Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox
This message was sent with high importance.
You replied on 7/16/2019 5:24 PM.

Dear Mr. Jones,

I am writing to respectfully request that you not allow a variance for the request to allow commercial
quality lighting for a tennis court in our neighborhood. The code is there for a reason: to limit the ability
of some to install lighting that would be intrusive, distractive and unappealing in a residential
neighborhood. Also, there are other recreational facilities in our neighborhood. If this one is permitted,
then other neighbors with outdoor facilities, tennis courts and the neighboring schools with athletic
fields, tracks and tennis courts will also want to request such a variance. This would completely change
the look and feel of our neighborhood in addition to being very distracting for the neighbors on every
side of this property.
I normally favor a libertarian approach to property owner ship and control. If a person owns a piece of
real estate they should be allowed to enjoy it however they wish, as long as it does not create a problem
for others in the area. This variance would do just that.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Don

Don Batchelor, CPA

4838 Briarcliff Avenue
Memphis, TN 38117

 

.....

Colonial Subdivision Application for variance 19-66
MB
Michael Burnham <msb1000@outlook.com>

Reply all |
Today, 1:02 PM
Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox

Dear Mr. Jones,
My residence is 353 Colonial Road. I have grave misgivings about the application for a variance
at 229 Colonial Road to allow for high lumens lighting for tennis court. This type of recreational
lights are inappropriate and out of character for our residential neighborhood. Approval would
set a dangerous president inviting others to do the same. None of the schools in the area light
their athletic fields because they are too close to residential areas.
I request that the Board of Adjustment deny the request for a variance.
All my best,
Michael Burnham
Phone – 901-763-0416
Cell
– 901-230-8332
www.mindfulatmethodist.org

RE: lighted tennis court at 29 Colonial Rd.
Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox
You replied on 7/15/2019 8:53 AM.

From" Jean M. de Frank - 4748 Shady Grove Rd.
I live at 4748 Shady Grove Road - very close to the area where this lighting is intended to be installed.
I am vehemently opposed to this variance request.
The very tall poles and intense lights would light up my entire back yard and shine into all the windows
on the back side of my house even through closed drapes.
This is totally inappropriate for this residential area and should definitely not be allowed or tolerated.

DT
Donald Thomason <dbthomason@yahoo.com>

Reply all |
Today, 9:07 AM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/11/2019 4:36 PM.

Dear Mr. Jones,

I sent a letter to you regarding the Watson application (19-66) for a variance to tennis court lights
pointing out all the weaknesses in the application. It is long and involved. I have since realized that the
case against the lights could be summed up thusly:
The Watson’s Courtblade luminaires are marketed for tournament level courts in addition to
recreational or residential courts. If these same lights were proposed for a school tennis court 15 feet
from a residential area, they would be rejected by Sub-section 2.6.2E of the UDC.
Sincerely,
Laura Thomason

 

.....

4760 Shady Grove Rd.
Memphis, TN 38117
July 10, 2019
Don Jones
Principal Planner
Memphis and Shelby County
Office of Planning and Development
City Hall, 125 N. Main St., Ste. 476
Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Dear Mr. Jones,
This letter is in reference to application 19-66 submitted by John and Kristen
Watson for a variance to Chapter 2.7.1I of the Unified Development Code (UDC)
which states, “Accessory uses shall not include lighted recreation fields.” The
accessory use in this case is a tennis court. Barton Sports Construction, the
contractor who installed the tennis court, was unaware of the law and incorrectly
advised the Watsons that a lighted tennis court is legal in Memphis and Shelby
County. The Memphis and Shelby County Office of Construction Code
Enforcement erroneously issued them a permit for lights on February 19, 2019 and
the lights were installed at the beginning of May. In a brief encounter sometime in
December, 2017, I informed the Watsons that the lights went against Code and that
they would have to get a variance to the Code. The Watsons are retroactively
seeking a variance to the Code in order to keep their recreational lights.
The UDC forbids recreational lights as an accessory use because it recognizes
that these lights are excessively bright for a residential area. Because of the amount
of stray light from this type of luminaire, and their close proximity to our property,
my husband and I are concerned about light trespass (the light that falls where it is
not wanted.) We do not want to suffer from these lights because of the bad advice
received by the Watsons. We are also concerned that a variance granted in this case
will set a precedent for the neighborhood, making it very difficult to argue against
any future applications to install recreational lights. We, therefore, ask that this
application be rejected and the Watsons be instructed to remove the lights.
The drawing of the lot with the house and tennis court, as submitted in the
variance application, and also included in Permit B1094502, does not show the
final location of the tennis court. In fact, the 120 foot edge of the 60 x120’ court
sits on the 15 foot setback line on the southern edge of the lot. The net is almost
exactly located at the property line between lots 54 (4760 Shady Grove Rd.) and

55 (4770 Shady Grove Rd.) so they share equally the proximity of the court and
the lights. If not for the Watsons’ 8-foot fence, the court would appear to be in our
backyards. This fence is not on the property line, but two feet inside the 229
Colonial lot. The court is about 150 feet from our houses.
We grow a variety of native plants in our backyard. The 50 year-old loblolly
pines cast deep enough shade that there is a limited choice of evergreen understory
plants that would thrive in the part of our yard closest to the fence. Evergreens tend
to be sun-lovers. In the summer we have some screening from our own plants. In
the winter, most of these plants are leafless. In the winter, we see the fence from
inside our house. Utility lines run along the property line between 229 Colonial Rd.
and our lot. MLGW maintains a 10-15 foot right-of-way on either side of the
wires, limiting our ability to plant screening plants that will not be trimmed.
Currently, we are uncertain about planting anything because of the effects of such
bright lights on the growth and well-being of our plants.
Four LSI LED Courtblade (XARL) lights (Exhibit 7 of the variance
application) on 20-foot poles with mountings that raise the lights to 22 feet have
been installed. The light poles on the southern edge of the court are located 14 feet
from the property line. All four luminaires and poles are visible from all parts of
the backyards of 4760 and 4770 Shady Grove Rd. Each light will deliver >50,000
lumens (a unit of measure for quantifying the amount of light energy emitted by a
light source) of either cool white (CW) or neutral white (NW) light as measured at
each fixture. See page 1 of Exhibit 7. This high light emission delivers a daylight
or near-daylight level of light in order to see a fast-moving ball, a requirement for
tennis court lighting. A typical parking lot light delivers half the number of lumens.
Compared to older lighting technologies, LED luminaires have strong
directional illumination, but the spill light is reduced, not eliminated. Spill light
is light that falls outside of the intended area. A photometric plan showing the
light intensity as measured in foot/candles (a unit of measure for quantifying the
intensity of light falling on an object) on the court and some distance away from
the court is essential for understanding the level of spill light and light trespass on
neighboring properties. This plan must be generated by a qualified lighting design
professional. The Watsons have not provided a photometric plan in their
application.
As per a telephone conversation with a lighting specialist at LEDspot.com, a
company that specializes in residential and commercial lighting solutions, we have
learned that the backward spill light for one LED Courtblade is 1 foot/candle at 25
feet behind the pole. At 15 feet (the property line) it is 2 ft/candles. This
measurement means 14 feet into our backyard the intensity of the light near the
ground is one foot/candle. One foot/candle is the equivalent to the light of 11 full
moons, not a trivial amount of light. This specialist emphasized that a photometric
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plan using all four luminaires would be needed to show exactly how much light
would spill into our two properties. It is not only the backward light from the two
luminaires closest to us that would factor into these measurements, but also the
forward throw of the two lights opposite to them. The 8-foot fence is not tall
enough to block this spill light and light trespass.
A photometric plan shows the light intensity on a surface, it does not measure
the light that comes from glare:
“Glare can be thought of as objectionable brightness. It can be disabling or
discomforting. There are several kinds of glare, the worst of which
is disability glare, because it causes a loss of visibility from stray light
being scattered within the eye. Discomfort glare is the sensation of
annoyance or even pain induced by overly bright sources. Think of driving
along a dark road when an oncoming car with bright headlights suddenly
appears. The sudden bright light can be uncomfortable and make it difficult
to see. Discomfort and even disability glare can also be caused by
streetlights, parking lot lights, floodlights, signs, sports field lighting, and
decorative and landscape lights.”
https://www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/lightingAnswers/lightPollutio
n/lightPollution.asp
The >50,000 lumens delivered from each luminaire, the stray light from the
luminaires, reflected light and glare all contribute to make the band of bright white
light we would see at the back of our yards whenever the lights are employed.
From the top of the 8-foot fence to the bottom of the luminaires is 14 feet. We will
see this bright band from inside our house. Even houses further from the court will
be aware of this light. We would have no night vision in our own yard because our
eyes cannot adapt to bright light and darkness quickly enough.
In Exhibit 5, Gerry Finney’s letter describing the Courtblade luminaires, he
maintains that the lights have a “sharp back light cutoff”. This statement is not
accurate. Cutoff is a rating that specifically refers to light emitted above a
luminaire. It cannot be used with reference to backlight. Backlight is the stray light
that is directed behind the mounting pole. Also, the luminaire is not a downward
throw (DT), but a forward throw (FT). See page 2 of Exhibit 7.
Mr. Finney claims that the distribution of the light is “photometrically
distributed on the court only”, but does not provide a photometric plan to support
his claim. Instead, he offers data or tear-off sheets (Exhibit 7) outlining the specs
for these lights. At the bottom of page 2 are the BUG charts for both the CW and
NW lights. The rating for the CW light is B5-U0-G4, the NW light is B5-U0-G5
where 0 is no stray light and 5 is the highest measured number. This BUG system
was developed by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) and measures stray
light escaping from outdoor lighting. B stands for backlight, U for uplight, and G
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for glare. These BUG charts show the highest stray light rating for backlight
and glare, a fact that refutes Mr. Finney’s claim.
Exhibit 6 in the application is supposed to be a picture showing the “style and
brightness of the lights”. The dynamic range limitations of a camera’s optics
restrict its ability to capture a true representation of what the eye can see. In order
for the bright lights to not blow out the camera’s sensor, the dark areas will appear
significantly darker than they actually are. In addition, using an image like this to
'prove' anything is patently ridiculous in the age of Photoshop. In other words, a
picture is not worth a thousand words, but a photometric plan is. This photo does
not show the actual lights installed because they show light leakage above the
luminaires. The Courtblade does not leak upward light (a good thing). Please
disregard Exhibit 6. It is not a valid argument for retaining the lights.
As for all recreational lights, these Courtblade luminaires are not considered
residential lighting. They are non-residential lights like parking lot lights,
industrial setting lights, etc. Sub-section 4.7.2 states that single family homes are
not regulated by the Outdoor Site Lighting chapter, however, because these lights
are non-residential lights, an application of the Courtblade’s BUG rating to the
tables in sub-section 4.7.3D demonstrates just how egregious these bright lights
are in a residential area.
By the guidelines described in sub-section 4.7.3E, our backyard can be
designated LZ-1 (Low Ambient Lighting): “Areas where lighting might adversely
affect flora and fauna or disturb the character of the area. The vision of human
residents and users is adapted to low light levels.” Some areas of the neighborhood
can be designated LZ-2 (Moderate Ambient Lighting). In sub-section 4.7.3D,
Tables C-1, C-2, and C-3 give the maximum allowable ratings for Backlight,
Uplight and Glare for the different zones as defined in sub-section 4.7.3E.
In our case, the pole is 14 feet from the property line and the mounting height is
22 feet. For the purpose of using Table C-1, the distance from the property line is
between 0.5 and 1 mounting height. The luminaire is mounted with the backlight
portion of the light output oriented perpendicular and towards the property line of
concern (ideally oriented). At this distance the maximum allowable backlight
rating is B1 for LZ-1. Even in a moderately high ambient lighting zone (LZ-3), the
maximum allowable backlight rating only rises to B3. The Courtblade is a B5.
From Table C-3, the glare rating is G1 in LZ-1 and goes up to G3 in LZ-3. The
Courtblade is G4 or G5 depending upon the type. If lights with lower BUG
ratings would be disallowed in zones rated LZ-1 to LZ-3, it is inconceivable that
this type of recreational light would be allowed in our residential area. The Code
understands how bright and invasive these lights are and disallows lighted
recreational fields as an accessory use. We are protected by the UDC.
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Within two miles of this neighborhood there are several private schools and one
public high school (White Station High School). All of these schools have athletic
fields. None of these fields are lighted. These fields share property lines with
residential areas and do not have enough room for buffer areas. Mr. Mark
McDonald, the athletic director at WSHS, confirmed for me that they do not have
lights because of their close proximity to residential areas. The Watson’s
Courtblade luminaires are marketed for tournament level courts in addition to
recreational or residential courts. If these same lights were proposed for a school
tennis court 14 feet from a residential area, they would be rejected.
With regard to Exhibit 3, the planting of 33 Cryptomeria trees around the
perimeter of the lot, it is a promise of a screen in the future for a chance to play
under lights right now. In ideal conditions it can take 4 to 6 years before the plants
approach 20 feet. As young trees, Cryptomeria are very pyramidal and skinny at
the top. As they mature, they will gain girth from the bottom up, and it will
probably be more than ten years before they provide the promised screening from
the lights. About the time they have reached the maturity to be a screen MLGW
will claim its 10-foot right-of-way on their side of the power lines and prune. It is
always a gamble to depend upon plants for screening. Record heat and/or drought,
drainage, disease, and insects can all ravage a monoculture planting. It is a totally
specious argument to say a promise of a screen is the same as having a screen.
This promised screen-of-plants-in-some-nebulous-future is not a valid
argument for retaining these lights.
The Watsons say they will turn off the lights at 8:00 p.m., but who will enforce
this shutoff time? If they sell their house, the new owners will have no restrictions
on their use of the lights. Do curfew hours even apply? Although well intended,
the self-imposed shutoff time is an empty promise and not a valid argument
for having the lights. There should be no lights at all.
9.22.6 Findings of Fact
The Board of Adjustment must make specific written findings of fact on each
variance request. In granting any variance, the Board of Adjustment shall make the
following findings:
A. Bulk and Other Non-Use Variances
1. Unusual characteristics of the property. The property is unusual in that it
exhibits at least one of the following exceptional physical features as compared to
other properties located in the same zoning district: exceptional topographic
conditions, exceptional narrowness, exceptional shallowness, exceptional shape or
any other extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition;
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Watson’s Response:
The property does not contain unusual characteristics. This variance request pertains to a request
to install lights on an outdoor tennis court. However, the owners have already installed an 8 foot
privacy fence and planted several trees along the fence line to prevent lighting from shining into
their neighbors’ backyards. The lighting has been installed in a way that ensures that the light
will not invade the backyard of the neighbors. We have included sample pictures of the types of
light that have been installed.

Our Rebuttal:
This lot was selected by the Watsons because it is big enough for a 60x120 foot
tennis court. Using the luminaires’ BUG rating, we have proven that the
installation does nothing to prevent light from invading our backyards. The 8-foot
fence cannot prevent light from shining into our backyard because the poles are tall
and close and the fence is short in comparison. If the Watsons had understood the
type of lights they installed they would know that their fence and immature trees
would be inadequate to prevent light trespass in our yards.
2. Practical difficulties or undue hardship. By reason of the unusual characteristic
found to apply in Paragraph 1, the strict application of any regulation found in this
Code would result in peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties to or
exceptional or undue hardship upon the owner of such property;
Watson’s Response:
The variance request pertains to the owners’ desire to use their tennis court lights during the
early spring and winter months up to 8:00 p.m. The lights will not be used after 8:00 p.m. so as
to not disturb other neighbors.

Our Rebuttal:
The fact that the Watsons promise to not extend tennis play beyond 8:00 p.m.
shows that they are aware that the lights can disturb their neighbors. Winter and
early spring (up to 6 months!) are also the seasons when the trees and shrubberies
in our yard are leafless. We would be totally exposed to these lights. If allowed,
we believe the Watsons would use the lights whenever they needed them up until
8:00 p.m.
3. The unusual characteristic found to apply in Paragraph 1 is not the result from
any deliberate action by the owner;
Watson’s Response:
Not applicable.

4. That a variance from the strict application of this Code may be granted without
substantial detriment to the public good and without substantially impairing the
intent and purpose of an adopted plan and this Code;
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Watson’s Response:
The variance will not cause any hardship to the public good or any surrounding neighbors. As
previously stated and shown in the attached exhibits, the lighting has been installed in a way that
ensures that it will not shine on the surrounding neighbors’ properties. We have agreed and will
stipulate to a restriction that prohibits us from using the light after 8:00 p.m. The lighting will not
affect the neighboring property owners’ use and enjoyment of their property in any way
whatsoever.

Our Rebuttal:
The variance to the Code will cause hardship to 4760 and 4770 Shady Grove, and
to others. We have shown with all the available data except a photometric plan that
light will shine on our properties. We have shown that this type of non-residential
light is inappropriate to a LZ-1 or LZ-2 residential area. Not only will the lighting
affect the enjoyment of our backyards, it will affect us inside our residences. We
will not be able to escape the glare. We will lose our night vision so that we will
not be able to see well in the darker areas of our yard. It is too much light to
endure. Given the extreme brightness of the light (>50,000 lumens per
luminaire), the length of time the lights are on does not matter; the lights should
not be on at all. We are not persuaded by the self-imposed shutoff time.
5. The requested variance will be in harmony with the purpose and intent of this
development code and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or to the general
welfare;
Watson’s Response:
This variance request is in harmony with the development. There are other homes within our
community that contain tennis courts and the owners are simply trying to utilize the tennis courts
after work (in the winter and early spring time) between the house of 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
This will not disturb or injure any of the surrounding neighbors.

Our Rebuttal:
This variance request is not in harmony with the purpose and intent of this
Development Code. The Code recognizes the brightness of recreational lights and
how complex an issue it is, see Sub-sections 2.6.2E and 4.7.3C. We know of one
tennis court in the Shady Grove subdivision. It has no lights. Mr. Gerry Finney has
admitted in his letter that he has installed tennis court lighting for fifty years
without getting a variance to the Code. Is it possible that other tennis courts that
have lights are violating the Code? If so, they cannot be used as examples to justify
a lighted tennis court in this case.
These lights will be injurious to the neighborhood because they are too close to
residences. If these lights are allowed despite their closeness and no room for a
buffer, a dangerous precedent will be set for the neighborhood. It would be very
difficult to argue against such lights in any other yards and this precedent could
potentially bring more of these lights into the neighborhood. These exact
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Courtblade luminaires are recommended for basketball courts (full and half),
volleyball courts, and pickleball courts. There are many yards in this neighborhood
that can accommodate these smaller courts.

The Watsons are avid tennis players. These lights could potentially be on
three hours a day for six months out of the year. We will be disturbed.
6. The variance is not granted simply because by granting the variance, the
property could be utilized more profitably or that the applicant would save money.
Watson’s Response:
The owners are not seeking to utilize this request for any for-profit reason.

Our Rebuttal:
Because the lights are already installed is not an economic reason for allowing the
variance.
9.22.7 Conditions on Variance
A. The Board of Adjustment may set forth conditions in the written resolution
granting a variance. Such conditions may relate to screening, landscaping, location
and other conditions necessary to preserve the character of the area and protect
property in the near vicinity. A violation of such conditions shall be a violation of
this development code.
B. The Building Official shall determine when the applicant has complied with the
conditions set forth in the resolution granting the variation.

There are no conditions that would make these lights palatable.
There is ongoing research about the effects of lights in this color range
(4000-5000K) on plants, insects, and animals (amphibians, reptiles, mammals
and birds). We cannot quantify the effects these tennis court lights would
have on the flora and fauna in our yards, but we are certain that there would
be an impact of some sort.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301914660_Impact_of_Lighting_o
n_Flora_and_Fauna
https://www.darksky.org/ama-report-affirms-human-health-impacts-fromleds/
https://www.darksky.org/study-links-artificial-light-at-night-and-cancer-risk/
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We recognize the Watson’s passion for tennis and their desire to play as often
as possible. We are very sorry that the contractor they employed misled them about
lighting their tennis court. He is unaware of the law and is not a lighting specialist.
We do not want to pay for their unfortunate mistake by having these bright lights
in our backyard. It is not our mistake.
Using the BUG rating for these luminaires, we have proven that there will be
light trespass into our yards and that it will affect our enjoyment of our property. A
photometric plan produced by a qualified lighting specialist will also show light
trespass. We have shown how inappropriate these luminaires are in a residential
neighborhood. In December of 2017, we did inform Mr. Watson that tennis court
lights are forbidden by the UDC. The staff of the Board of Adjustment has been
patient and accommodating to all our questions with regard to these lights. It
would have behooved the Watsons to avail themselves of their expertise before
now. We respectfully ask that you deny this variance and request the Watsons to
remove their lights.
Sincerely,
Laura Thomason

P.S.
The International Tennis Federation (ITF), the world governing body of tennis, has
a section on tennis court lighting on their website. Here is an excerpt from one
part:
“When planning a lighting installation, the following general design issues
should be considered:
- The intended standard of play – this will govern the dimensions of the
courts, the level of illumination, uniformity, etc.
- Relevant government requirements and permissions in force locally.
- Installation and running costs, including maintenance, heating or cooling
and light source replacement.
- Access to and the cost of a suitable power supply.
- General everyday maintenance including cleaning and repair lighting
units.
- The effects on others of spill light.”
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RE 229 Colonial Variance Request
WF
William French <wfrench78@gmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 11:37 AM
Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox
You replied on 7/19/2019 1:29 PM.

Dear Mr. Jones
I reside at 4784 Gwynne Rd, very close to the property applying for a UDC variance. I have been in the
neighborhood since 2008. I believe any variance to current UDC codes sets a precedent that could have
unintended future consequences. As our neighborhood continues to develop through demolition of
older homes and subsequent construction of larger and newer homes, I believe it is imperative to abide
by UDC standards.
Though not a tennis player I believe there are certainly alternatives that would fall within the current
UDC codes.
I appreciate your consideration
Thanks
William French
4784 Gwynne Rd
Memphis TN 38117

Lights
MG
Matt Gerker <mgerker@att.net>

Reply all |
Wed 7/17, 5:54 PM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/19/2019 9:14 AM.

Dear Mr. Jones
I am writing concerning the request for installing tennis court lights at 229 Colonial 38117.
I have lived in this neighborhood for 20+ years and live around the corner. I’m sure I would be able to
see the lights from my house when they are on.
I believe that if they are allowed to install these lights it would impact the beauty of our neighborhood.
Plus, these people just moved in.
What kind of people are so thoughtless to install these lights when they know their neighbors are
against it and for such a ridiculous reason?
I ask that you deny their request.
Regards,
Matt Gerker
4916 Gwynne
Sent from my iPad

John and Kristen Watson at 229 Colonial Rd. , Application (19-66)
JG
Jeffrey Griffin <jlgriffin@harrisshelton.com>

Reply all |
Today, 11:00 AM
Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox
You replied on 7/16/2019 5:27 PM.

Don: As a neighbor of the Watsons, I write to oppose their request for recreational tennis court lighting
on their tennis court in their backyard. There are lighted tennis courts in East Memphis both public, and
private, and while I believe landowners should generally be able to use their property without a great
deal of input or influence from their neighbors, in this instance it appears the proposed lighting will
actually create a light trespass for their neighbors. While it should not impact our home directly, I am
concerned as the neighborhood transitions into larger homes being built on existing lots that the
decision to permit this variance could set a precedent, which would be used to allow similar lighting to
be used at new or remodeled homes currently under construction, or which will be built in the future.
I am happy to discuss my concerns further via telephone should it become necessary.
Thanks,

Jeffrey L Griffin | Attorney at Law
6060 Primacy Parkway
Suite 100
Memphis, TN 38119
Direct 901.435.0155 | Tel 901.525.1455 | Fax 901.526.4084
jgriffin@harrisshelton.com
For the firm’s policies regarding email communications and confidentiality, please visit
http://www.harrisshelton.com/disclaimers/.

Variance on 229 Colonial Road 38117
LH
Liz Harris <liznotatwork@gmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 1:50 PM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/16/2019 5:14 PM.

Dear Mr. Jones,
I live at 353 Colonial Road and am deeply concerned about the lighting proposal
at 229 Colonial Road for illuminating the tennis court in their back yard.
In order for the players to see a fast-moving ball, recreational lights deliver a daylight or
near-daylight level of brightness. Each of the LSI Courtblade luminaires over the
Watson court emit >50,000 lumens of white light (4,000-5,000K). A typical parking lot
light delivers half that amount of light. These lights are very bright. The private schools
in this area and White Station High School have unlit athletic fields because they are too close to residential areas
and do not have room for buffer areas. The Watson’s Courtblade luminaires are marketed for tournament level courts
in addition to recreational or residential courts. If these same lights were proposed for a school tennis court 15
feet from a residential area, they would be rejected by Sub-section 2.6.2E of the UDC.
The Watsons propose to use their lights more frequently than a typical school associated tennis court.
This will change the privacy that our neighborhood appreciates.
I hope that you will not permit the variance.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Harris
353 Colonial Rd. 38117
--

229 Colonial Rd- against proposed lights
J
Joanne <joanneatkinson@hotmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 8:26 AM
Jones, Donald
...
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Inbox
You replied on 7/17/2019 2:39 PM.

Good morning,

I would like to note that we do not agree with the proposed tennis court lights at 229
Colonial. This is a quiet residential neighborhood and the lights are not appropriate. As a side
note, we have a family of owls that live in our neighborhood, and we would hate to see them
driven them away.
Joanne Atkinson
4958 Gwynne Rd
901-761-9775
Sent from Outlook

Requested variance
KL
kim Latkovic <morgankim@hotmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 2:33 PM
Jones, Donald;
Tommy <telatkovic@yahoo.com>
...

Mr. Jones,
This email is in regards to the requested variance case number BOA 19-66 for the property located
at 229 Colonial Rd., 38117. My name is Kim Latkovic and I live at 4767 Gwynne Rd, 38117. My
property is directly adjacent at the rear of 229 Colonial at their rear property line (property #12 in
pink on the attached photo). See pic.
The requested tennis court lights would have a negative impact on my property both in maintaining
it’s current value and would cause a major light nuisance for my property and the others
surrounding it. I am in opposition to this variance and would like to attend the meeting to voice my
opposition. Please let me know when the meeting will be held so I can attend.
Thanks for your time and help with this matter.
Sincerely,
Tom and Kim Latkovic

Tennis lights request for Colonial Roaf
ME
Murphy, Mary E <memurphy@uthsc.edu>

Reply all |
Today, 8:39 AM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/16/2019 8:59 AM.

I am strongly against the installation of the aforementioned high intensity tennis court lights at 229
Colonial Road in our neighborhood.
Mary Beth Murphy and John Fowler
184 Colonial Road
Memphis, TN

Comment on tennis court lighting variance application for 229 Colonial
MP
Margaret Paydar <mlbpaydar@aol.com>

Reply all |
Fri 7/12, 4:01 PM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/12/2019 4:57 PM.
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Download
Action Items
Dear Mr. Jones,
Attached is my comment opposing the granting of a variance for tennis court lights at 229 Colonial Road
requested by John and Kristen Watson on 6-14-19. This is the self-same property that I called to your
attention on 11-2-17 after Joe Kirkland suggested I contact you about the matter. At that time, you
informed me in an email on 11-2-17 that a lighted recreational field, in this case a tennis court, is not
permitted as an accessory use in the Unified Development Code. Therefore, such lighting would require a
variance from the Memphis and Shelby County Board of Adjustment. .
Following that initial contact with you about this property, I further communicated to you in an email on 1212-17 that Laura Thomason of 4760 Shady Grove Road had shared that information in a conversation
with Mr. Watson on that same day. In a followup conversation with you on 1-4-18, you asked me to email
confirmation of the property considering the lights (which I emailed on 1-4-18) and indicated that you
would send this information up the line to Code Enforcement so they could watch for any permit request
for such lights not backed by a variance approval by the Board of Adjustment. Unfortunately, Mr. Watson
and/or his agents chose to ignore this verbal notice that a variance was required, and Code Enforcement
missed the alert and mistakenly issued the electric permit to install the lights, and they were installed.
However, when you and Somer Smith in your office and Rose Hill in the Permitting Department were
made aware of the oversight, a Stop Work Order was issued on 5-10-19. Consequently, the Watsons
have now applied for this variance (after the fact) and that the case will be heard at the Board of

Adjustment meeting on July 24, 2019. I understand that you are currently preparing a recommendation for
the Board and, therefore, I am addressing my attached comments to you.
I feel now, as I did when I first contacted you, that this type of lighting is inappropriate and undesirable in
this or any residential neighborhood.
By the way, it might be useful in your deliberations to request that the Watsons provide an accurate site
map of 229 Colonial Road with the actual location and orientation of the tennis court and the addition of
the precise location of the lights in question, the privacy fence, and the trees. The actual location and
orientation of the tennis court is nowhere near its placement or orientation on the site map Also, since I
believe some of the trees are planted in the clearance zone maintained by MLGW under and near the
power line on the boundary between 4770 Shady Grove Road and 229 Colonial Road, perhaps a
comment from them would be in order.
If I may, I would also like to ask a few other general questions.
1. How often is this type of variance requested, what is the usual recommendation, and how often
and with what conditions does the Board approve such variances?
2. Are variances approved with conditions by the Board binding on other users and/or future owners
of the property?
3. If it is necessary to widen past 500' to achieve the 25 property minimum criteria, how are the
additional properties determined? (In this case, I was surprised at the
selection of #13 and
#24 on Gwynne Road in the application when some on Shady Grove Road would seem to be closer.)
Please confirm receipt of my comments in opposition. Thank you very much for all your assistance.
Yours truly,
Margaret Paydar
Home: (901)821-9451
Cell: (901)831-4615
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Tennis Court Lights at 229 Colonial, Memphis, TN
WP
William Poston <wmpostonmd01@gmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 8:57 AM
Jones, Donald;
j5watson@outlook.com;
Margaret Paydar <mlbpaydar@aol.com>
...

Inbox
Inbox
You replied on 7/19/2019 9:00 AM.

Dear Mr. Jones,
I live at 4861 Shady Grove Road and was the recipient earlier this week of an official city notice of
application for a variance to allow for lighting of the new tennis court at 229 Colonial.
Since then I have had the opportunity to meet with John and Kristen Watson, the homeowners
making the application. They kindly invited me to their back yard where the court is located, so I
have directly observed the lights which are present, but not electrified, and the other attributes of
the backyard location.
I have also left a voicemail message for Gerry Finney of Barton Sports Construction in an attempt to
get a reference of a functioning similar light installation that I might observe in operation, but as of
now I have received no response.
I was also kindly granted, by the owner of 4770 Shady Grove Road, the opportunity to view the 229
Colonial location from the 4770 Shady Grove back yard. My gestalt perspective from that side of
the fence confirms my concern for the potential of unacceptable light intrusion into the 4770
backyard from the elevated tennis court lights adjacent to the property line.

Based on my personal observations, I encourage the board to deny the request for this variance.
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. I will not be available to appear personally at the
board hearing.
Sincerely,
Bill Poston
-William M. Poston, M.D.
4861 Shady Grove Road
Memphis, TN 38117-3327
Cell: 901-497-1929
Home and Fax: 901-683-3750

Request by John and Kristen Watson for tennis court lights at 220 Colonial Road
RR
Rebecca Riddle <zenriddler51@gmail.com>

Reply all |
Today, 5:34 PM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/16/2019 5:40 PM.

Action Items
Mr. Jones:
We are writing to you regarding the above request for tennis court lighting by John and Kristen
Watson on Colonial Road. We are adamantly opposed to approval of this request for variance
from the Unified Development Code. Our backyard abuts this property, and we will be directly
affected if this request is approved. We can also see the backyard of the other tennis court in
the neighborhood which can follow suit in lighting their court in a similar manner if this is
approved. The properties in this neighborhood are large enough to allow many of these types
of recreational courts, and we are very concerned that many other lighted courts of similar type
will be built if this is allowed.
While we do agree that property owners have a right to do with their property as they will, they
do not have a right to change the environmental conditions of our property in the process. We
value our residential location, and we do not wish to live with commercial lighting conditions
which will adversely affect our quality of life. Please consider how many property owners will
be adversely affected by approval of this request and its potential to adversely affect many
neighborhoods across the city.
Thank you very much for your attention to this matter.
John and Becky Riddle
4715 Gwynne Road
 
.....

229 Colonial Road
JR
John Ryder <jryder@harrisshelton.com>

Reply all |
Wed 7/17, 6:18 PM
Jones, Donald
...
You replied on 7/19/2019 9:10 AM.

Mr Jones
As a property owner in the Shady Grove Subdivision, I am opposed to the variance sought by the
property owner at 229 colonial road seeking installation and use of lighting for the tennis court on their
property. No similar use exists anywhere in the subdivision. The likelihood of the owner using the
courts after 8 pm is high and creates the likelihood of continued complaints to code enforcement of
such violations.
Such a variance would diminish the value of surrounding property and is contrary to the character of
the neighborhood.

John L Ryder | Attorney at Law
40 South Main Street
Suite 2210
Memphis, TN 38103
Direct 901.432.0156 | Tel 901.525.1455 | Fax 901.526.4084
jryder@harrisshelton.com

For the firm’s policies regarding email communications and confidentiality, please visit
http://www.harrisshelton.com/disclaimers/.

WS
William Schuzke <schuzkew@bellsouth.net>
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Jones, Donald
...
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You replied on 7/11/2019 5:03 PM.

I am a home owner in the Shady Grove Subdivision and I am against the variance being requested
for lights on the tennis court at 229 Colonial rd. 38117 Please don't allow this lighted tennis court to
change our neighborhood. I will be organizing a group of neighbors to attend the city council meeting to
share our feelings on this requested variance.
Thank you for your time on this matter.
Frederick W. Schulzke
4968 Gwynne Rd.
38117

 

.....

CS
cathy silverstein <silvercathy@bellsouth.net>

Reply all |
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Jones, Donald
...
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Inbox
You replied on 7/16/2019 5:22 PM.

To Mr. Donald Jones
Principal Planner
Office of Planning and Development
RE: Application for variance 19-66
Watson residence
229 Colonial Road
Memphis, Tn. 38117
I am writing to state my opposition to the above application for a variance.
The homeowners are requesting a variance in order to install six LSI Courtblade luminaries around their
tennis court. The property borders extend to six other residential properties.
Each of these proposed lights emits more than 55,000 lumens of white light. These lights are designed
for tournament level tennis courts, not residential use. There can be no doubt that these lights will
disturb the neighbors.
The Watson’s application states that they will agree to not use the lights after eight p.m. They would not
make such an offer if they knew the resulting light pollution would not disturb the neighbors. And how
would such an agreement be enforceable? Would neighbors call your office and make a complaint?
Would neighbors have to incur time and expense to sue the Watsons? The eight p.m. offer is
unenforceable.
I would also like to point out that the Watson’s application states that other residential properties in the
neighborhood have tennis courts. No one else currently uses or has requested this level of commercial
grade lighting.
In addition, none of the church or school (whether public or private) athletic facilities in the
neighborhood are allowed to use this kind of commercial grade lighting, specifically because such use
would disturb residential neighbors. Why should the Watsons be an exception?

Lastly, I would like to state that if this application is approved, it sets a dangerous precedent for my
neighborhood. Your office would have to approve any subsequent requests for backyard commercial
grade lighting because a precedent has been established.
I moved to this neighborhood almost twenty years ago because I loved the quiet, peaceful environment.
Please don’t take that away from me and my family.
Sincerely,
Cathy Silverstein
4873 Gwynne Road
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
Email: silvercathy@bellsouth.net
Sent from my iPhone

Getting too much email from cathy silverstein <silvercathy@bellsouth.net>? You can unsubscribe
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Opposition to Variance Request for 229 Colonial
MS
Mark Stelling <mstelling@irmllc.com>
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Jones, Donald
...

Inbox
Inbox

Dear Mr. Jones,
I have been made aware of the variance request for tennis court lights at 229 Colonial and I OPPOSE any
variance which would allow for the lighting. My family and I recently completed renovating a house at
4796 Gwynne Rd. which is now our personal residence. One of the things we love about our home is the
front porch where we have rockers and a large porch swing. During the springtime and fall (not so much
now that it is 90+ degrees) we really enjoy sitting on the front porch in the evenings with family and
friends. Our neighborhood is quiet and fairly dark. My front porch faces where the tennis court is
located and if you were to allow the tennis court lights to be utilized, I would see them from my porch
and it would diminish my enjoyment of the both my home and the neighborhood. I am also concerned
that granting a variance on this matter would set a precedent that would be hard to fight if others
wanted variances in the future. It is not possible to know what the unintended consequences could be
from granting this sort of variance.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best regards,

Mark & Kellye
T. Mark Stelling
Kellye H. Stelling

